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“Innovate and integrate, even China will buy From India. Monetary 
incentives on selected APIs under Govt’s PLI Scheme a good start, 
but we need to think bigger; Need to have revised thinking with 
mixed policy to protect domestic producers through measures such 
as import curbs’’: Mr. Prem Chand Godha, Chairman & Managing 
Director, Ipca Laboratories Limited, remarked during Pantomath 
Capital’s ‘Mastermind’ virtual workshop discussion on ‘Pharma 
Intermediates & APIs : Chemistry of Growth Ingredients’ 

 Industry leaders and pharma players mull over the opportunities and challenges on 

Indian pharmaceutical industries, intermediates and APIs in particular, at the industry 

specific workshop organized by Pantomath Capital 

 “Innovate and integrate, even China will buy From India. Industry need to think of 

bigger capacities and scale to be competitive globally. Monetary incentives on 

selected APIs under GOvt’s PLI Scheme a good start, but we need to think bigger; 

Need to have revised thinking with mixed policy to protect domestic producers 

through measures such as import curbs” : Mr. Prem Chand Godha 

 Indian pharmaceutical industry has turned one of the most priority sectors and its’ 

just the beginning. Expect a significant FDI flowing to Indian pharma industry and 

also domestic business houses diversifying into APIs and intermediates 

 Integrated pharma companies are expected to grow more and more 

 KSM and Intermediates are mostly manufactured by MSMEs and they need to 

collaborate with academia and centralized research labs for R&D and technology 

advancements  

Mumbai, October 12, 2020 

Mr. Prem Chand Godha, Chairman and Managing Director of Ipca Laboratories Limited (an 

integrated pharma company having approx. INR 27000 Crore of market capitalisation), 

addressing on Indian pharma industry at the Mastermind, a virtual worshop on ‘pharma 

intermediates and APIs : Chemistry of Growth Ingredients’ organised by Pantomath Capital in 

association with CorpGini and Pharmexcil, shared that, 

“If we have to grow in intermediates and APIs in large numbers, there has to be revised Govt. 

thinking as to how to take care of all the three segments of intermediates, APIs and 

formulations, and reduce our dependency on imports. PLI Policy is a good start having focus 

on highest-import dependent APIs and intermediates but if India needs to remain competitive 

globally about its supplies of formulations, we need to think much bigger and beyond the 

identified, say 50 critical drugs. To reduce dependency on China, instead of just giving 

incentives on a selected APIs and intermediates, we need to have a mixed policy of increasing 

custom duty or anti-dumping duty, or giving further incentives or even ban imports of certain 

intermediates and APIs, to protect the producers already available in India”.  



Mr. Mahavir Lunawat, Founder Pantomath Capital, presenting certain fact-sheet of the Indian 
intermediates and API segment, stated that, “India’s API imports have increased from 
approximately 1% in 1991 to whopping 70% in 2019. For certain life-saving antibiotics like 
cephalosporin, azithromycin and penicillin, the import dependency is as high as 90% or even 
more. Besides, currently, India imports nearly 68% of APIs from China and the current market 
is largely dependent on China for antibiotic APIs manufactured by the fermentation route such 
as Penicillin”. 

Mr. Lunawat further added that, “Rising income levels, enhanced medical infrastructure, 

increasing health insurance coverage and increasing public spending on healthcare are some 

of the growth indicators for Indian pharmaceutical industry and backed by competitive price-

points and Govt support, pharmaceutical industry and API segment in particular is generating 

massive interest from global corporates and fund houses. We expect a significant FDI flowing 

to Indian pharma industry and also domestic business houses diversifying into APIs and 

intermediates”. 

Mr. Godha, speaking on future potential of pharma business models, explained that, “There 

are varying specialized models of pharma industry in India : (a) specialization only in APIs, (b) 

specialization only in formulations and (c) companies which are integrated API and 

formulations together. Companies having backward integration with APIs and intermediate are 

expected to grow more and more in times to come, as they would be competitive. 

Intermediates are equally important. India has very high dependency on imports of 

intermediates as far we do not have good technology available domestically”.  

Mr. Godha further added that, “Companies have different policies but Indian Industry will have 

to make certain strategy as to how we grow internationally in global market. The incentives 

given only for domestic market will not help to grow globally, it will help protect domestic market 

only. To compete globally, we need to think of much bigger capacities. We should not think 

that China will be competitive in all APIs and intermediates. Even today we are exporting a lot 

of products to China. So, China will also buy in times to come when Indian products become 

more economical”.  

Dr. Dinesh Dua, Chairman, Pharmexcil and Executive Director, Nectar Lifesciences Limited, 
speaking on Indian pharma opportunity, stated that, “We are getting amazing interest on the 
recently announced pharma package by our Govt., and as I understand, 12 States are 
competing for the three API parks and about 120 companies have made applications to the 
Govt under PLI incentive scheme, which number is expected to cross 500 shortly” 

Dr. Dua further added that, “From a defensive industry which it was, pharmaceutical industry 
has turned most priority sector and it is beginning of good time for the industry. With some of 
the game-changing means like Make-in-India, PM-JAY, Skill India, Bhartiya Jan Aushadhi 
Pariyojana and Aushman Bharat, we are in for metaphorical forces.”        

Mr. Sudarshan Jain, Secretary General, Indian Pharmaceutical Alliance & Former MD, Abbott, 
speaking on certain fundamental steps, remarked that, “Fermentation based products are 
fundamental to move forward. KPIs are fundamental to move forward. Diversified supply chain 
becomes extremely important. Getting on to large scale, complete industry-academia 
collaboration, easy environmental clearances and getting into mission mode are fundamental 
steps to regain our dominance in APIs”. 

Mr. Yogin Majmudar, CMD of Bakul Group and Past President, IDMA, speaking on how Indian 
pharma players can tap opportunities, stated that, “What is needed is that most of the KSMs 
and intermediates are manufactured by MSMEs and they do not have large number of R&D 
scientists at their end. For advances chemistry technologies, there should be a partnership 



with CSIR laboratories who can conduct R&D for MSME manufacturers against the basic cost 
of chemicals used in the R&D without any cost of scientists man-hours or R&D process costs”.  

Mr. Amit Mookim, Managing Director of IQVAI, South Asia, speaking on where Indian pharma 
industry scores high compared to other countries globally, stated that, “We have done a survey 
on customers from semi-regulated markets and they said that price and continuity of supply 
are the two biggest criteria. Continuity of supply is gaining more and more importance, while 
quality, regulatory support and technical ability are the other three criteria. International 
companies, whether distributors or manufacturers, are rating Indian players higher compared 
to China in terms of ‘regulatory support’ criteria such as documentation, issue resolution etc.”  

Mr. Mookim further added, “It’s a widely accepted fact that Indian players are good in 
developing cost efficient processes compared to Chinese. China cost competitiveness also 
comes from the Govt support and not just the process skills. The mind-set that China is 
cheaper and more efficient on every angle is not entirely true. I think, Indian manufacturers do 
have a better process capability.” 

The deliberation took place at the ‘Mastermind’, virtual workshop on Pharma Intermediates & 
APIs : Chemistry of Growth Ingredients’. More than 600 pharma entrepreneurs and investors 
registered for the program. ‘Mastermind’ is a unique value-adding initiative of Pantomath 
Capital and CorpGini, where industry specific core issues are discussed with industry leaders 
and key inputs provided to aspiring businesses and thereby, help them prepared for their 
organic and in-organic business needs.  

Before this, Pantomath Capital organised, under the aegis of CorpGini, multiple series of 
virtual panel discussions on the ‘Future of Healthcare & Pharma Industry’ and ‘Future of 
Design & Construction’ where industry leaders and globally acclaimed thought leaders 
including Sir Ratan Tata, Padmashri Hafeez Contractor and Ms. Kiran Majumdar Shaw, 
Chairperson, Biocon, Ms. Suneeta Reddy, Managing Director of Apollo Hospitals shared their 
insights, amongst many others. 

These sessions followed the first virtual panel discussion 'In the fight against COVID-19 to 
solve corporate sustainability and growth challenges’  held from April 6, 2020 onwards, which 
witnessed participation from 50+ leaders, 10,000+ corporates and 100+ startups.  
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About Pantomath Group 

Pantomath Group has an impeccable track record of completing equity raising and M&A 
transactions, supporting ambitious entrepreneurial businesses. Notably, Pantomath Group 
has completed over 100 transactions in last 5 years. Pantomath Capital Advisors (P) Ltd, is a 
sSEBI-registered investment banker, providing a broad array of financial services. With one 
of the largest investment banking teams in India, Pantomath management is led by a 
professionally qualified and versatile think-tank. Drawing on this experience, Pantomath teams 
assist clients with raising equity capital through IPOs / private equity / strategic investments, 
mergers & acquisitions, valuations & fairness opinions, buy-backs, public offers and strategic 
growth advisory. Pantomath has to its credit several prestigious awards and accolades. 

 


